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inspired by arctic nights

What is the STORY behind your design?

The icy and cold nights in high mountains. Unusual look is given by the original illustration on a
label. It shows the cold icy mountains in arctic night. Version of previous project, dominated by
blue shades that time.
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What makes your idea DIFFERENT to any other limited edition vodka?

original illustration on a label which makes the label unique accordingly to the goal of the
limited edition.
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Is the design 100% created by you or is there anything we should know about any
third-party material used?

its 100% my idea
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Are you applying for the Client’s Choice Professional Award (yes/no)? If so, please
answer the following questions.

no
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Creative's profile

Magdalena Klimowska
graphic designer
Kraków, Poland

Creative's top 5 skills

Graphic Design, Illustration, Textile Design
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